Medium close shot of a mercury pool rippling slowly.

Camera pans back as a form begins to rise out of the mercury pool.

Camera pans back further to show entire character hovering above the mercury pool.

Character grasps a floating glob of mercury.

The character gazes at the mercury glob as it begins to glow.

1st person shot of the character holding the mercury glob.

The mercury glob flashes brightly in the character's hand.

Profile shot of the character pulling away from the mercury glob.

Once the flash has diminished, the scene reveals that the glob is now a 3 prong fork.

---
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The fork bounces around over the character's shoulder.

The character follows the fork's path, to see that it is headed towards the table.

The fork lands on the table and stops moving.

The character goes to touch the table with caution.

The table begins to ripple like the mercury pool.

The table vanishes into thin air. The character looks puzzled.

Suddenly, background flashes arouse the character's attention.

The character turns around to see that the other mercury globes have changed.

A strange alter appears, the character is drawn to the alter. Scene begins to fade.
Fade to credit roll.

FADE

Credit Roll

A K.D.D. Film
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